
The Iron Cross

The Iron Cross is used in Germanic Cultures.  It’s form, however, dates back to Ancient

Jewish Alters. A Welshman taught Volksgemeinschaft is mind shaft Āmenness from mind

stuff  Philosophy.  Enlightenment.  Blitzkrieg.  Zersetzung.  A Scotsman  taught  on  Jesus’s

sentness (1 Timothy 6). Ancient Jewish Alters had a horn on each corner which when looked

down upon look like the Iron Cross.  Abraham sacrificed a ram. Abraham. Isaac.  Jacob.

Israel. Ark. Cross. Jesus, lamb who was slain who took away the sins of the world. Four

Corners.  Earth.  Wind.  Spirit.  Revelation.  Australian  Nobel  Peace  neuroscience  dualism

mind-brain interactionism theory is translated into German, but to conform to the pattern of

the  world  psychological  category  of  a  wonderland  of  mature,  immature  reductionist

correctness attitude does not renew the mind unto Aufklärung. Literary Term Einfühlung is

the German word for Germanic English word Empathy used in Germany in German at the

pub where many patrons gather at a large table and talk freely and friendily with one another

and female barmaids do the rounds to refill steins of one more raised beer.
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